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Business v friendship?1

Many businesses start off as a shared idea between two or more friends or family members. Investing 
in and running a new business is demanding and can test the strongest personal relationships. Clearly 
recording the terms of engagement with fellow shareholders early on may be a little uncomfortable 
but is critical as negotiating with each other under stress later can become costly.

Has there been a fair contribution by all?2

Investing in a new business is not always done by an equal input of cash. Some participants may 
contribute “sweat equity”, namely their skills and talents without which the business would not be 
able to operate. Matching equity can be fraught with difficulty and can leave investors resentful of 
each other. A bespoke shareholders agreement will help set out clearly what contribution is expected 
from each shareholder.

Rights and obligations of shareholders3

A business relationship by its very nature is one of co-operation, reward, contribution and occasionally 
sacrifice. A shareholders agreement can be drafted in such a way as to put in writing what the rights 
and obligations of each of the investors are. These can cover a host of issues, such as fair decision 
making processes, level of devotion expected by each to the business, payments of dividends, 
participating on the board and other important rights and obligations.

Are others controlling your money?4

If you are a money investor, do you know what your money will be used for and are you comfortable 
that it will yield a return on your investment, or could it be squandered or spent against your 
expectations? Should there be controls imposed on expenditure and if so what should they be?  
These should be made clear before investing and recorded in a writing.

What matters should be reserved?5

What decisions require a majority vote and what require a greater level of approval, perhaps 75% or 
100% vote? For example, should new shareholders be allowed to join in with the approval of a simple 
majority or all? Can the business be sold against your wishes? A list of reserved matters ought to be 
drawn up and agreed as to how approval should be gained

Are you staying or leaving?6

What is certain is that all relationships do end. What is not certain is when and how. Are you happy 
to live with the same restrictions that you expect to be imposed on others? Does your shareholders 
agreement provide a fair balance between those paying departing shareholders and those receiving 
payment? If you expected to be the first shareholder to leave and negotiated hard at the outset for a 
generous payment to departing shareholders, be careful as it is not uncommon to find that someone 
else unexpectedly leaves earlier than expected, leaving you to pay them out.
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Are you a good leaver or bad leaver?7

A well drafted shareholders agreement will set out the grounds for expulsion, and often defines terms 
such as “good leaver” and “bad leaver” and what each will be entitled to.

Can you get rid of shareholders?8

What are the grounds for the removal of a shareholder who is not fulfilling expectations? Shareholder 
disputes are costly and time consuming and having a clear set of grounds for dismissal is critical to 
avoid disruption to your business.

Can other shareholders get rid of you?9

If you find yourself on the receiving end of an expulsion, are there proper grounds and having you 
been fairly treated? How much will you receive if you leave?

Certainty10

A shareholders agreement forces early discussion and creates certainty for all!
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 No obligation 
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